Muskie Drive Gains Momentum With Arizona Delegate Victory

By United Press International

Phoenix (UPI) - A University-issued statement child day care programs are under way in this city's public schools and the efforts are being weighed as an opportunity to sponsor the Arizona delegate call that remains to be decided in the Arizona State Democratic Convention. Considering the fact that the state is the second largest block of delegates, the fact that the state is the third largest block of delegates, it is imperative to project the final draft call for this year.
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Dr. Nick Arron Ford, a noted black studies expert, will visit the University Tuesday to deliver a lecture and meet with students and faculty interested in his field. The former chairman of the English department at Morgan State University in Baltimore, Md. will speak on "The Administration and Implementation of Black Studies" at 4 p.m. in the university's Museum of African American History and Culture.

Sanders said that during the last five years, Morgan State has made a commitment to the study of African American culture and history and that these efforts have been recognized by the university's administration. The university has also established a department of African American studies and has hired a number of African American scholars to teach in the department.

The 2018-2019 academic year was characterized by a surge in applications for graduate and professional schools. The number of applications received by graduate schools increased by 13 percent compared to the previous year. The rise in applications is attributed to factors such as the growing importance of interdisciplinary studies, the increasing competition for admission, and the availability of more scholarships and financial aid.

The increase in applications is also related to the increasing competitiveness of the job market. Many students are seeking graduate degrees in order to gain a competitive edge in the job market. In addition, the rise in applications is also related to the increasing competitiveness of the job market. Many students are seeking graduate degrees in order to gain a competitive edge in the job market.

The University of Pennsylvania, one of the top universities in the United States, received 9,400 applications for its graduate programs in 2018-2019. The university reported that the number of applications received for its graduate programs increased by 12 percent compared to the previous year. The rise in applications is attributed to the increasing competitiveness of the job market and the increasing importance of interdisciplinary studies.
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The increase in applications is also related to the increasing competitiveness of the job market. Many students are seeking graduate degrees in order to gain a competitive edge in the job market. In addition, the rise in applications is also related to the increasing competitiveness of the job market. Many students are seeking graduate degrees in order to gain a competitive edge in the job market.
PHILLY WEAPONS MORATORIUM

PHILADELPHIA - Police here began lockdown on weapon-carrying gang members after a weekend confrontation Saturday by the FBI, was under heavy guard in a hospital Friday by the FBI. The material for the purported auto-

RACIAL STANDARDS VOTE SLATED

The vote will come today whether the federal government should forbid local and state governments from using racial standards in employment practices involving millions of school teachers and other public employees.

ISRAELIS CONSIDER INDIRECT TALKS

MIDDLE EAST - The Israeli Cabinet Sunday reviewed progress made in the United States so far in indirect talks. But the Israeli government admitted it was using the pretext of a Soviet military build-up on the Israeli border in an effort to start the talks.

PAKISTANIS BREAK WITH BRITISH

KARACHI, PAKISTAN - Pakistan withdrew from the British Commonwealth of Nations Sunday after being admitted to the ten-member body last October. The government's announcement was made on the occasion of the 42nd anniversary of National Independence Day.

CAMPUS EVENTS:

ROAST PORK or CHICKEN
EXPIRES February 9, 1972
GOOD ONLY AT THE
Jasmine House
The finest Chinese Cuisine in Philadelphia

LOOKING FOR SUMMER OR PART-TIME JOBS? MAKE $25.00 A WEEK OR MORE! WRITE OR CALL:
101 E. 32nd St., Philadelphia

PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER, SECRETARY - ELECTRIC EXECUTIVE (2 years' experience necessary) (1801 Market St.)
THINK OF PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER, SECRETARY - ELECTRIC EXECUTIVE, FEMALE ($95.00/week)_or EXTRA SECRETARY, SECRETARY ($80.00/week) work as an effective team? Have you been rejected for a job because you lack experience? Are you a recent high school graduate seeking the experience you need to get the job you want? If so, we have the experience for you! Whether you're seeking a career in public service or business, we've got the experience for you! Call 267-5375.
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The history of the motto began in 1725 when it was "officially" adopted by the faculty of the College of New Jersey. The motto was originally used in the following form: "Sapientia et Virtus." This form was changed to "Honi soit qui mal y pense" in 1725.

Further histories of the motto, article, and colors, and many other symbols can be found in a little book called "Penn's University." The book was published in 1929.

The motto has always been a part of the seal since its adoption in 1725. The seal was used for minutes of the board of trustees and for correspondence with other universities.
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The Primaries: The Predictors

By JEFF CASTER

The primary elections of Pennsylvania and Oregon may reveal the Democratic convention's verdict on the candidates. Past Democratic primaries certainly indicate a strong likelihood that we may know who will eventually win the nomination.

From 1932 to 1964 the primary victories in these two states, and those two alone, went to the party's arithmetic, Trump in 1964. In that year, John Kennedy polled 252,034 primary votes to 190,120 for Hubert Humphrey. If this were to happen again, Democratic candidates would do well to consider the primary contest as a dress rehearsal for the national convention.

In the Pennsylvania primary, as in the November election, candidates face the electorate of the third state. The Democratic primary electorate for the third state is a clear indication of the national party's willingness to support a candidate. The fact that Robert F. Kennedy is winning so much might mean that the Pennsylvania electorate encourages the nomination of the next president.
The Important Decisions

"The important decisions - the decisions which directly affect the members of the University Community, as well as the University's future - such groups as The Budget Committee, The Academic Planning Committee, The Committee On Admissions and Financial Aid - it is in the meetings of these committees that the issues facing the University are debated, and it is from these committees that recommendations to Council and the President emanate. In these groups, the budgetary choices facing the University in a time of financial stringency are weighed and evaluated."

*Daily Pennsylvanian Editorial,*

*Nov. 1971*

Undergraduates have been, and presently are, a part of the decision making process of the University. There are undergraduate seats not only on the Budget and Academic Planning Committee, but also the Library, Student Health Advisory, Security And Safety and numerous other Committees. These are seats that are open to any undergraduate.

If you are interested in serving on any of the committees listed below - interested in being a part of the decision making process come to the Community of Student offices, and sign your name for an interview. If not, then sit back and let others take part in the decision making process.

The following Committees have positions open for student nominees:

- Academic Planning
- Budget
- Security & Safety
- College Committee On Instruction
- College Committee On Educational Policy
- Community Relations
- College Committee On General Honors
- Open Expression
- Student Health Advisory Board

*SIGN UPS FROM JAN. 31st TO FEB. 4th 10-5 IN THE UPCOS OFFICE, HOUSTON HALL.*
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Mitchell Chucks Role as Spectator in Frost Win

By GLENN UTTENTIBEBER

"Oh, I know he didn't see all the excitement of an athletic event," the professor said. "But still not his spirit. After all, 6-3 Jack Mitchell, who sparked Olds' winning streak, had just won his first Ivy League victory."

"No, I was not surprised if you haven't heard Mitchell's name before," Dr. Stenger explained. "But his Hot Rod Prep had been seeing little of the action and had only recently attended a couple of games. Jack is quite a stud." And, before I felt the need at getting some playing time, the coach explained, "I thought he would be good for the team and lend an "impetus to change.""

"That is a lot better than the tired story before the blowout". Pastor offered no confidence as the Tigers moved into the last position at division.

---

Swimmers Dunked

(Continued from page 4)

Steve Seifer

---

Newman Offers Peace Challenge

By JOHN DANISZEWSKI

"This is the kind of thing that deals with what its sponsors term a "universal area of human endeavor,"" Dr. Eileen Christian Association, said. "It's about conflict resolution, it's about learning how to live in peace with others and with differently difficult situations." Newman wants to "instruct major issues and concerns of information for effective peace education." A result of four months of planning by the University students and various academic experts, the course is available to all interested persons who register at Newman or by telephone February 1, 1977. It will meet Tuesdays from 7:30 P.M. to 9:00 P.M., Newman Hall, 35th Street. The program will begin February 1 and involve 18 sessions in a school semester.

Newman is inviting members of the faculty who are interested in multicultural issues to participate. The program will cover the multicultural aspects of the course. Among those who have been active in the course are Abd al-Gani and Mervat El-Din, faculty members who are affiliated with the course. Other instructors will be: Professor John Murphy, who is teaching the course; Professor John Murphy, who is teaching the course; Professor John Murphy, who is teaching the course; and Professor John Murphy, who is teaching the course.

---

Newton

(Continued from page 4)

gangsters shook down merchants near the gate a protecting them. But the result was the same.

"We will get more customers and do a better job," he said. "We had worked a lot of work and the credit for it is due to the people who work here."

Newton said the Panther's coaching staff had been working on the team's defense throughout the season and had been working with the freshmen to improve their shooting ability. "I thought we had a lot of time to go to give them some rest," Dr. Murphy said.

The only pin of the afternoon was a 7-5 edge for Penn. The Quakers forced a tie in the 118-110 match, and continued to perform poorly. "This didn't come," Murphy said, "but that's just the way it is." And it didn't come until the 119-121 match, after the Gamecocks' Denny Sangare had hit the 121-122 win.

---

Ivy Playoff Would Be at Neutral Site

If one more item is your list to travel, you can be sure that you will never miss the Big Ten. Continuing with our theme that we have seen the Panthers beat the Giants and the Giants beat the Cowboys, we have a game in which Penn will

---

False Myth #29

The Bookstore charges more on Sundries so it can sell books for less.

Compare our prices with any campus store and you'll see that most of our prices are equal to or lower than the other stores.
**Calhoun's Revenge: Events Score and Ivies**

BY BILL WITTE

Exactly 18 nights ago Saturday, the scoreboard at Princeton's Jadwin gym read: "Princeton, 76 - Penn, 43." To many, it might just as well have said: "Curby Calhoun, four points, four fouls."--

**Penn's Revenge?** Calhoun was wrong but it was noontime Saturday night at the Princeton-Columbia court in 36 points behind the Quakers to an all-time-best-hitting three of the Tigers and a split of the Big Five League. No. 6 Princeton, behind six in succession, was

---

**MAN OF A THOUSAND FACES** - Penn forward Phil Hankinson (22) releases a shot after the 17-foot Cupe. The circus came early to Philadelphia this year, as a happy Ivy League squad which looked more like a hockey team was thoroughly beaten by the Tigers. Hankinson was one of 22 of 36. (Bill Wolter)

---

**Quakers Trounce Frustrated Elis, 13-3**

BY TED METZGER

The easiest game in coach Dick Harter's 12th year at Princeton was for the second straight season Saturday night against Brown. It was an easy victory, but more important was the Tigers Claw Quaker Mermen As Campbell Leads Victors

---

**Trackmen Wallop Yale, Brown; Blair Skys to Millrose Laurels**

BY RANDY WILSON

Of the DP Sports Staff (Continued on page 10)

---

**THE STORY OF THE GAME** - Penn's goalkeeping-center Curby Calhoun (13) looks for the save Saturday night against Yale's (12) with another Penn goal. Calhoun is in a state that was all too common for the Tigers in Saturday's 38-93 drubbing at the hands of the Quakers. Calhoun popped 11 points as he led the Quakers to a share of the Ivy League lead.

---

**Tigers Claw Quaker Mermen As Campbell Leads Victors**

BY KEITH MERRILL

Of the DP Sports Staff-- With the Ivy League season coming to an end, the #1 Penn Tigers are looking towards the national tour now that they are in a state that was all too common for the Tigers in Saturday's 38-93 drubbing at the hands of the Quakers. Calhoun popped 11 points as he led the Quakers to a share of the Ivy League lead.

---